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LYON Taming
JOHN J. McCONNELL and EDUARDO S. SCHWARTZ*
ABSTRACT
A LiquidYield Option Note (LYON) is a zero coupon, convertible,callable,puttable
bond.This paperpresents a simplecontingentclaimspricingmodelfor valuingLYONS
and uses the model to analyze a specific LYON issue.

A LIQUID YIELD OPTION NOTE (LYON) is a complex security. It is a zero-coupon,
convertible,callable, redeemablebond. The complexity of this security is further
increasedbecause the prices at which the issuer may call the bond and the prices
at which the investor may redeem (or put) the bond escalate through time.
Additionally,the bond contains call protection for the investor because the bond
may not be called for a prespecified period of time after issuance unless the
issuer's stock prices rises above a predesignatedlevel.
This fascinating security was created by Merrill Lynch White Weld Capital
Markets Groups in 1985. In the spring of 1985 Waste Management, Inc. and
Staley Continental, Inc. were the first two issuers of this security, with Merrill
Lynchacting as the underwriter.1Because of its novelty and complexity,potential
issuers find this securitydifficultto analyze.Two issues are of paramountconcern
to LYON issuers. First, is the security "correctly"priced at the initial offering?
The issuer is concernedthat the security not be underpricedat the initial offering
and the underwriteris concernedthat the security not be overpriced.Second, the
issuer is concernedthat the security not be converted "too soon" after issuance.
Issuers are concernedthat prematureconversion will dilute the issuer's earning
per share and that the valuable tax savings associated with the LYON will be
dissipated.
To addressthese concerns (and others) we were engagedto analyze the Liquid
Yield Option Note. To do so, we developeda LYON pricing model using modern
contingent claims pricing techniques. In developingthe model we were especially
concernedthat it be commerciallyuseable.Thus, our goal was to developa model
that is both rich enough to capture that salient ingredients of this complex
security and simple enough to be implemented with an enhanced personal
computer.Because of the complexity of the security, the final pricing equation
can be solved only with numericaltechniques. Thus, the focus of this paper is on
the practical application of contingent claim pricing models that can be solved
only with numericaltechniques. The contributionof this paper is that it reports
* Purdue University and University of British Columbia,respectively.Thomas Patrick, Lynne
Dinzole, Lee Coles, and Robert Moulton-Elyof MerrillLynch White Weld Capital Markets Group
were especiallyhelpfulto us in developingthe ideas presentedin this paper.
1Subsequently,LYONs were issued by the G. Heileman Brewing Co., Merrill Lynch & Co. and
JosephE. Seagram& Son, Inc. and others.
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on an actual case situation in which numericalsolution techniques were used to
analyze a security pricing problem.
We first describe in some detail a specific LYON issue. We then present a
pricing model which we shall refer to as the commercially-useableLYON pricing
model. As will be quite evident, this simplified pricing model takes a number of
liberties with the "state-of-the-art"in contingent claim pricing analysis.2Following ourpresentationof the commercially-useableLYON pricingmodelwe discuss
its limitations and simplificationsand suggest ways in which the variouslimiting
assumptions could be relaxed so as to yield a theoretically more sophisticated
model. The benefit of a more sophisticated model is that it would likely increase
the accuracy of the resulting analysis. The cost is that it would increase the
difficultyof implementingand using the model.As it turns out, the commerciallyuseable LYON pricing model, although quite simple in comparison with a
theoretically more sophisticated model, appearsto work well in practice, in that
the theoretical LYON prices generatedwith the simplified model closely tracked
the reported market closing prices for both the Waste Management and the
Staley Continental LYONs over the first several weeks followingtheir issuance.
Whether the accuracy of the simple model is sufficient for all commercialuses
depends, of course, on the needs of the user.
Following our presentation of the simplified LYON pricing model we present
our applicationof the model to the valuation of the Waste ManagementLYON.
We then investigate the sensitivity of theoretical LYON values to changes in the
characteristicsof the issuer, the economic environmentand the security.Finally,
using the same data, we illustrate the way in which the model can be used to
calculate the LYON's optimal conversion price. We end the paper with a brief
summaryand some concludingremarks.
I. The LYON
An appreciation of the LYON pricing model can perhaps best be gained by
consideringa specific issue. The one that we consider here was issued by Waste
Management,Inc. on April 12, 1985.
Accordingto the indenture agreement,each Waste ManagementLYON has a
face value of $1,000 and matures on January 21, 2001. If the security has not
been called, converted,or redeemed(i.e., put to the issuer) priorto that date, and
if the issuer does not default, the investor receives $1,000 per bond. At any time
prior to maturity (or on the maturitydate), the investor may elect to convert the
bond into 4.36 shares of Waste Managementcommon stock. Additionally,however, the investor can elect to put the bond to Waste Managementbeginning on
June 30, 1988, and on each subsequentanniversarydate, at fixed exercise prices
that escalate through time.3The put exercise prices are:
2An excellent survey of recent applications of contingent claims pricing analysis in corporate
finance is providedby Mason and Merton [6].
'The investor must give Waste Managementat least 30 days' notice and not more than 90 day's
notice priorto exercisingthe put option.
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Date

Put Price

Date

........ $301.87
June 30, 1988
333.51
June 30, 1989 ........

June 30, 1995 .613.04
June 30, 1996 .669.45

June 30, 1990........
June 30, 1991........

375.58
431.08

June 30, 1997.731.06
June 30, 1998.798.34

June 30, 1992 ........
June 30, 1993 ........

470.75
514.07

June 30, 1999 .871.80
June 30, 2000 .952.03

June 30, 1994........

561.38

Put Price

Finally, Waste Managementcan elect to call the LYON at fixed exercise prices
that escalate throughtime. Althoughthe issuer may call the LYON immediately
after issuance, the investor does receive some call protection because Waste
Managementmay not call the bond prior to June 30, 1987 unless the price of the
Waste Managementcommon stock rises above $86.01.4On the LYON issue date,
the Waste Managementstock price was $52.125. The LYON call prices are:
Date
At Issuance .........
June 30, 1986

June 30, 1987........
June 30, 1988 ........
June 30, 1989........
June 30, 1990........
June 30, 1991........
June 30, 1992........
June 30, 1993 ........

CallPrice
$272.50
........ 297.83

321.13
346.77
374.99
406.00
440.08
477.50
518.57

Date
June 30, 1994.563.63

CallPrice

June 30, 1995 .613.04

June 30, 1996.669.45
June 30, 1997.731.06
June 30, 1998.798.34
June 30, 1999.871.80
June 30, 2000.952.03
At maturity.1,000.00

Additionally,if the LYON is called between the dates shown above,the call price
is adjustedto reflect the "interest"accruedsince the immediatelyprecedingcall
date shown in the schedule.5
As our brief descriptionindicates, analysis of a LYON is not a simple matter.
To value a LYON it is necessary to take into account the unique characteristics
of the security, the issuer, and the economic environment in which the security
is issued. Furthermore,the security can be valued only if it is possible to identify
the conversionand redemptionstrategies to be followedby investors and the call
strategy to be followed by the issuer. In the spirit of Brennan and Schwartz [2],
[4] and Ingersoll[5], we assumethat the issuer followsa call policy that minimizes
the value of the LYON at each point in time and that the investor follows
conversion and redemption strategies that maximize the value of the LYON at
each point in time. We refer to these as the optimal call, the optimal conversion,
and the optimalredemptionstrategies,respectively.The optimal call, conversion,
and redemptionstrategies depend upon, among other things, the bond's conver4 Waste Managementmust give the investor at least 15 days' notice prior to exercisingthe call
option.
'The imputed interest is computed by increasing the call prices at a rate of 9.0% per year
compoundedsemiannually.
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sion ratio and upon the call and redemption schedules specified in the bond's
indentureagreement.
A. OptimalConversionStrategy
Because the investor seeks to maximize the value of the LYON, the investor
will never convert if the market value of the LYON is greaterthan the value of
the stock into which the LYON can be converted.That is, the LYON will never
be convertedas long as its marketvalue exceeds its conversionvalue. Contrarily,
because the investor would receive an immediate gain from conversion, the
investor would always convert if the value of the LYON were less than its
conversion value. Thus, investors will optimally convert the LYON when the
value of the securityjust equals its conversionvalue. As a consequence,the value
of an outstanding LYON must be greaterthan its conversionvalue.
B. OptimalRedemptionStrategy
On each redemptiondate the investor must choose between holdingthe LYON
and putting it to the issuer for the prespecified redemption value. However,
because the investor seeks to maximizethe market value of the security, on any
anniversarydate the investor will not put the LYON to the issuer if the security's
value is greater than its redemptionprice at that time. Contrarily,because the
investor would receive an immediate gain from redemption,the investor would
always redeemthe LYON if the LYON value were less than its redemptionprice
on any redemptiondate. Thus, investors optimally will redeemthe LYON when
the LYON's market value just equals its redemptionvalue. At no time will the
value of the LYON be less than its redemptionvalue.
The redemptionvalue, of course,is the exercise price of a put option. The twist
here is that unlike a conventionalput option, the exercise price of the put option
imbeddedin a LYON changes through time.
C. OptimalCallStrategy
On the one hand, because the issuer seeks to minimizethe value of the LYON,
the issuer will never allow the market value of the security to exceed its call
price. On the other hand, the issuer will never call the LYON when its value is
less than the call price because this would convey an immediate windfall gain to
the investor. Thus, the issuer will optimally call the LYON when the LYON's
market value just equals its call price. When the issuer calls the LYON, the
investor can elect to receive either the cash call price or the conversion value of
the security, whichever is greater. As a consequence, at any point in time, the
value of a callable LYON will not exceed the greaterof its call price or conversion
value.
To determine the equilibriumvalue of the LYON, we assume that investors
and issuers follow the optimal conversion, redemptionand call policies and that
each party expects the other also to follow the optimal strategy. Under the
optimalstrategies,the value of the LYON is boundedfromaboveby the maximum
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of its call price and conversion value and it is bounded from below by the
maximumof its redemptionprice and conversion value.
II. The LYON Pricing Model
To derive the LYON pricing model we assume that the value of the LYON
dependsupon the issuer's stock price (S) and that instantaneous changes in the
issuer's stock price follow a diffusion process with constant variance (,s). That
is,
dS = [Su

-

D(S, t)]dt + Sr8dz,

(1)

where S(t) is the issuer's stock price at time t; ,uis the (possibly stochastic)
instantaneous total expected return on the issuer's common stock; a, is the
standard deviation of the rate of return on the issuer's common stock; and
D (s, t) is the total rate of dividendspaid to stockholdersat time t. In applications
of the model, we allow dividendpayments to take the general form
D(S, t) = dyS + deg(t-to)

(2)

where dy is the issuer's dividend yield; d is the issuer's dividend rate; g is the
constant growth rate of dividends;and to is the issue date of the LYON. This
general form for dividend payments permits either a constant dividend yield
(when d = 0) or a constant dividendgrowth rate (when dy= 0).
We furtherassume that capital markets are perfect, that investors and issuers
have costless access to all relevant information, and that the term structure of
interest rates if flat and known with certainty. Then, given the usual arbitrage
arguments,the value of the LYON must satisfy the partial differentialequation
?/2of2S2L8s+

[rS - D(S, t)]Ls + Lt - rL = 0

(3)

where r is the known, constant interest rate and subscripts represent partial
derivatives.
Solution of (3) subjectto four boundaryconditions gives the theoretical value
of the LYON. The boundary conditions follow from the optimal conversion,
redemptionand call strategies and from the maturity condition specified in the
LYON contract.
A. The Maturity Condition
At the maturitydate of the contract, the value of the LYON will be the greater
of the conversion value or the face value of the contract:
L(S, T) = Max(CrS,F)

(4)

where (Cris the number of shares of the issuer's common stock into which the
LYON can be converted (i.e., Cr is the conversionratio and CrS is the conversion
value of the LYON); F is the face value of the LYON at maturity (typically
specified to be $1,000);and T is the maturity date of the contract.
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B. The ConversionCondition
At any point in time, the value of the LYON must be greaterthan or equal to
its conversion value:
L(S, t) > CrS

(5)

C. The Redemption(or Put) Condition
At any redemptiondate the value of the LYON must be greaterthan or equal
to the then prevailingredemptionprice:
L(S, tp) - P(tp)

(6)

where P(tp) is the redemption (or put) price at time tp.
D. The Call Condition
At every point in time, the value of the LYON must be less than or equal to
the greaterof the call price and the conversion value:
L(S, t) c Max{C(t), CrS1

(7)

where C(t) is the call price of the LYON at time t.
Partial differentialequation (3) subjectto the boundaryconditions (4), (5), (6)
and (7) gives the value of the LYON under our set of assumptions. Although
there is no known closed form solution to this equation, the virtue of this
simplified model is that it can be solved easily by means of numerical methods
with an enhanced personal computer. In our applications of the model, the
method of finite differenceswas used to solve (3) on an IBM personal computer.
Solution of a typical problemrequiredless than 10 minutes.
III. Discussion of the Simplified LYON Pricing Model
It is readily apparent that the commercially-useableLYON pricing model embodies a number of simplifying assumptions. These assumptions were dictated
largelyby the circumstancesunder which the model was developed.For the most
part, however, the assumptions seem justifiable given the requirementsof the
model. In this section we discuss some of these assumptions in more detail,
suggest ways in which the assumptions can be relaxed, and consider the costs
and benefits of relaxing these assumptions.
Perhaps the most egregious assumptions are that the value of the LYON
dependsupon the value of the issuer'scommonstock ratherthan the total market
value of the firm and that the term structureof interest rates is flat and known
with certainty.
As an alternative to the assumption that the LYON value depends upon the
value of the issuer'scommonstock which followsa diffusionprocesswith constant
variance,a theoretically more palatable assumption is that the total value of the
firm follows a diffusion process with constant variance and that the LYON and
the issuer's stock are both contingent claims that dependupon the total value of
the firm. This assumption is theoretically more desirablebecause it would more
appropriatelycapture the default risk of the LYON. The assumption that the
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value of the LYON dependsupon the value of the issuer'scommonstock precludes
the possibility of bankruptcy.Under this assumption, at the maturity date, the
investor receives either the face value of the LYON or the conversion value,
whichever is greater. Under the alternative assumption, the maturity condition
would be altered such that the investor would receive either the greater of the
conversionvalue of the security or the lesser of the face value of the bond or the
total value of the firm.6Our simplifying assumption, by precludingbankruptcy,
means that the simplifiedmodel overstates the value of the LYON. Quite clearly,
the lower the probabilityof bankruptcy,the smaller the overstatementof value.
In actual applications of the model, we do, however, compensate for this
overstatement of value. Rather than using the risk-free rate of interest as the
discount rate, we use an intermediate-terminterest rate that is grossed up to
capture the default risk of the issuer. This higher discount rate tends to reduce
the value of the LYON.7
The more vexing assumption is that the term structureof interest rates is flat
and known with certainty. This assumption is vexing for two opposing reasons.
On the one hand, one of the features of the LYON is the ability of the investor
to put the LYON to the issuer at prespecifiedredemptionprices. The redemption
feature will be especially valuable if interest rates rise dramatically(and unexpectedly) during the life of the LYON. In that case, the investor would elect to
cash in the LYON for the redemptionprice and invest the proceeds elsewhere.
The assumption that future interest rates are known with certainty reducesthe
value of the put option and, consequently, tends to understate the value of the
LYON.
On the other hand, the call option is especially valuableto the issuer if interest
rates fall dramatically(and unexpectedly) in the future. In that case, the issuer
would call the LYON and issue an alternative security with a lower "cost."For
this reason, ignoringinterest rate uncertaintytends to overstate the value of the
LYON. Which of the two opposing interest rate effects is of greater importance
in pricingthe LYON depends,among other things, upon the call and redemption
schedules specified in a specific indenture agreement. Of course, there are ways
in which the model could be expanded to account for interest rate uncertainty.
One possible approach,which has been successful in other contexts, is the two
factor model of interest rate uncertainty developed by Brennan and Schwartz
[3]. We should note that the simplified model does take into account the level of
interest rates through the term, r, in equation (3) and changes in r do permit
sensitivity analysis with respect to changes in this variable.
The disadvantageof the simplified LYON pricing model is that it may contain
'This assumesthat the issuer has only two securitiesoutstanding-common stock and the LYON.
A modelcouldbe developed(as in Brennan and Schwartz[4]) which wouldallow for multiplesenior
securities.
'A second desirablefeatureof the alternativeassumptionis that it is more reasonableto assume
that the value of the firm follows a processwith constant variancethan to assume that the value of
the stock follows a process with constant variance.This is becausethe equity of the firm and all of
the firm'ssenior securitiescan be consideredcontingent claims on the total value of the firm. If the
total return on the firm follows a process with constant variance,the variance of return on equity
must be stochastic because the existence of the firms' senior securities (includingthe LYON) will
affect the stochasticprocess followedby the stock price.
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errors in valuing the LYON and, because of the various opposing effects, the
direction of the errorsis unknown. The benefit of the simplified model is that it
reduces substantially the difficulty of implementing the model. A theoretically
more elegant model would encompass three stochastic variables-the value of
the issuing firm and the two interest rate factors. Solution of a partial differential
equation with three stochastic variables is substantially more difficult than
solving a single variable model. Perhaps more importantly, though, are the
reducedestimation demands of the simplified model. Implementationof a theoretically more complete model would requireestimation of the total value of the
firm and of the volatility of the total value of the firm and it would require
estimation of the marketprice of interest rate risk and the parametersof the two
factor interest rate process.
The degree to which a theoretically more sophisticated model would enhance
the analysis is, of course, an empirical issue for which we do not have a ready
answer. For most reasonably secure issuers a more appropriateaccounting for
default risk would probably have little effect on the theoretical LYON values.
Additionally,as regardsthe question of introducinga stochastic interest rate, we
can take comfort from the conclusions of Brennan and Schwartz [4]. They
compare traditional convertible bond prices generated by means of a nonstochastic interest rate model with prices generated by means of a single factor
stochastic interest rate process and conclude that " . . . for a reasonablerange of
interest rates the errors from the certain interest rate model are likely to be
slight, and, therefore, for practical purposes it may be preferable to use this
simpler model for valuing convertible bonds" (pp. 925-926). Thus, although the
commercially-useableLYON pricing model is relativelysimple, for most practical
purposes it may well be more than adequate given the costs of implementing a
more sophisticatedmodel.
IV. Application of the LYON Pricing Model to Waste Management,
Inc.
On April 12, 1985 the Waste ManagementLYON was issued at a price of $250.00
per bond. On April 11, 1985 the closing price of the Waste Managementcommon
stock was $52.125. On the issue day, the closing price of the Waste Management
LYON was $258.75.
To applythe LYON pricing modelto Waste Management,Inc. it was necessary
to estimate the volatility of the company's common stock and to specify an
appropriateinterest rate. The common stock volatility used was the standard
deviation of daily returns over the 100 trading days prior to issuance of the
LYON. The estimated volatility is 30%per year. Whether this is the appropriate
estimation period or technique is an open question-which we cannot resolve
here-but sensitivity analysis does allow us to determine the likely impact of
errorsin the estimate of the stock price volatility.
The interest rate used is 11.21%per year. The rate was chosen because on the
issue date this was the approximateyield of intermediateterm bonds of the same
risk rating as the Waste Managementbond.
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Table I

Waste ManagementCommonStock Prices, Theoretical LYON
Prices, And ReportedLYON Market Prices from April 12, 1985
Through May 10, 1985

Date
April 12, 1985
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
25
26
29
30
May 1, 1985
2
3
6
7
8
9
10

Closing
Stock
Price
$521/4
53
525/8
52
523/8
52?
521/2
531/4
541/4
541/4
54
533/4
521/8
49?
501/2
503/4

501/2
507/8

503/4

511/4
531/8

Closing
LYON
Market
Price

High
LYON
Market
Price

Low
LYON
Market
Price

LYON
Theoretical
Price

$258.75
258.75
257.5
257.5
257.5
257.5
260.0
265.0
265.0
265.0
260.0
260.0
252.5
250.0
252.5
252.5
255.0
253.75
255.0
260.0

$260.0
257.5
275.5
257.5
257.5
260.0
265.0
265.0
265.0
265.0
260.0
257.5
252.5
252.5
255.5
256.25
257.5
255.0
260.0

$258.75
257.5
255.0
257.5
257.5
257.5
262.5
262.5
265.0
260.0
257.5
252.5
250.0
252.5
251.25
252.5
253.75
253.75
255.0

$262.7
264.6
263.7
262.1
263.0
264.0
263.3
265.3
267.9
267.9
267.2
266.6
262.4
256.7
258.4
259.0
258.4
259.3
259.0
260.3
265.0

Finally, the dividend yield of the Waste Management common stock was
specified as a constant 1.6% per year. This yield was chosen because the
company'sprevious quarterlydividendpayment was $.20 per share. With recent
stock prices of approximately$50.00 per share, this dividend payment provides
an annual yield of 1.6%(i.e., 4 x $.20/$50.00).
With these parameters, and the data given in the Waste Management prospectus, the theoretical LYON price on the issue date was $262.70. As the data
in Table I indicate, over the first four weeks following issuance, the theoretical
LYON prices closely track the reportedmarket closing prices, although there is
a tendency for the model prices to overstate slightly the reportedclosing prices.
Whether this slight overstatementin prices is due to the simplicity of the model
or due to an error in the estimation of the stock volatility is not known.
Apparently,though,the model is sufficientlyaccurateto providea roughguideline
for the pricing of new LYON issues. Other LYON issuers would, of course, have
different characteristics than Waste Management and would be issuing the
security in other interest rate environments. For that reason it is interesting to
investigate the sensitivity of the theoretical LYON value to changes in the values
of the parametersused in the base case example.
Panel A of Table II illustrates the sensitivity of the LYON price to changes in
the level of the issuer's stock price and to changes in the issuer's stock price
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volatility. It should come as no surprise that the LYON value increases monotonically with increases in the issuer's stock price and with increases in the
volatility of the issuer's stock price. Additionally,as is the case with other stock
price contingent claims, the LYON value is highly sensitive to changes in the
volatility of the underlying stock. The result emphasizes the importance of
accuratestock volatility measurementprocedures-an area in which the volume
of researchnow approachesthat of a small cottage industry.
Panel B of Table II illustrates the sensitivity of LYON values to changes in
the issuer's dividend yield. The table indicates that the LYON value declines
monotonicallywith increases in the issuer's dividend yield. This occurs because
a higher dividendyield implies a lower expected rate of stock price appreciation.
Additionally,the value of dividendsis not impoundedin the LYON price because
the LYON investor does not receive dividend payments. Perhaps somewhat
surprisingly,the LYONvalues are not terriblysensitive to changesin the dividend
yield. For example, for the base case stock price of $52.125, an increase in the
dividendyield from 1.6%to 3.0% reduces the LYON value by only about $3.00
per bond.
In a separate analysis not shown here, LYON values were computedwith the
dividend specified to grow at a constant rate (rather than being specified as a
constant yield). That analysis indicated that the theoretical LYON values are
even less sensitive to majorchanges in the assumed dividend growth rate.
Panel C of Table II illustrates the sensitivity of the theoretical LYON values
Table II

Sensitivity Of The Theoretical LYON Values To
Changes In The Issuer's Stock Price, Stock Price
Volatility, And Dividend Yield And To Changes In
The Interest Rate
A. Sensitivity of LYON Values To Changes In The Issuer's
Stock Price Volatility
Stock Price Volatility'
(per year)

Stock Pricea
(per share)

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.50

$46.00
47.00
48.00
49.00
50.00
51.00
52.00
53.00
54.00
55.00
56.00
57.00
58.00
59.00

$223.23
224.67
226.26
228.02
229.94
232.03
234.28
236.71
239.29
242.04
244.94
247.99
251.19
254.52

$236.01
237.92
239.92
242.03
244.24
246.54
248.94
251.44
254.04
256.73
259.51
262.38
265.34
268.39

$247.34
249.48
251.69
253.96
256.30
258.71
261.18
263.71
266.31
268.97
271.68
274.46
277.29
280.18

$257.22
259.44
261.71
264.03
266.39
268.80
271.26
273.76
276.30
278.88
281.51
284.17
286.87
289.62

$265.10
267.33
269.59
271.90
274.23
276.60
279.00
281.44
283.91
286.40
288.93
291.49
294.08
296.69
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Table II-continued
B. Sensitivity of LYON Values To ChangesIn The
Issuer'sDividendYield
DividendYieldc
(peryear)
1.6%
3.0%

Stock Pricea
(per share)

0.0%

$46.00
47.00
48.00
49.00
50.00
51.00
52.00
53.00
54.00
55.00
56.00
57.00
58.00
59.00

$250.50
252.72
255.00
257.34
259.74
262.20
264.72
267.30
269.93
272.62
275.36
278.14
280.98
283.86

$247.34
249.48
251.69
253.96
256.30
258.71
261.18
263.71
266.31
268.97
271.68
274.46
277.29
280.18

$244.84
246.90
249.03
251.24
253.52
255.87
258.29
260.78
263.34
265.96
268.65
271.40
274.22
277.10

5.0%
$241.34
243.28
245.31
247.40
249.58
251.83
254.16
256.57
259.05
261.61
264.25
266.96
269.74
272.60

C. Sensitivity of LYON Values To ChangesIn The Interest
Rate
Interest Rated
Stock Pricea
(per share) 7.21%
$46.00
47.00
48.00
49.00
50.00
51.00
52.00
53.00
54.00
55.00
56.00
57.00
58.00
59.00

9.21%

(peryear)
11.21% 13.21% 15.21%

$301.36 $264.73 $247.34 $235.80 $228.43
302.19 266.38 249.48 238.27 231.13
303.07 268.10 251.69 240.82 233.91
304.01 269.89 253.96 243.43 236.75
305.00 271.74 256.30 246.10 239.66
306.04 273.66 258.71 248.85 242.63
307.14 275.64 261.18 251.66 245.66
308.29 277.69 263.71 254.53 248.75
309.49 279.81 266.31 257.46 251.90
310.76 281.98 268.97 260.45 255.11
312.07 284.22 271.68 263.50 258.38
313.44 286.51 274.46 266.60 261.70
314.87 288.87 277.29 269.77 265.07
316.35 291.29 280.18 272.98 268.49

a

Base case stock price is $52.125per share.
0.20 per year.
c Base case dividendyield is 1.6%per year.
d
Base case interst rate is 11.21%per year.
b Base case stock price volatility is

to changes in the discount rate. As we would anticipate,the LYON value declines
monotonicallyas the interest rate increases.
In evaluating our example LYON we have proceeded as if the terms of the
contract were given and have analyzed the sensitivity of the LYON value to the
issuer'sstock price volatility and dividendpaymentpolicy and the level of interest
rates. However, the more likely situation is one in which these parametersare
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given and the issuer wishes to analyze the effect of changes in the terms of the
contract on the LYON price. The LYON pricing model permits an analysis of
the varioustradeoffsbetween the terms of the contract and the LYON price. For
example,the issuer may wish to examine the effect on the LYON price of changes
in the conversionratio or of changes in the schedules of put prices and call prices
specified in the LYON indenture.
Illustrating the sensitivity of the theoretical LYON value to changes in the
conversion ratio and the redemption and call schedules is a somewhat more
complicatedprocedurebecause there exists an infinite numberof possible ratios
and schedules. However,to give some indication of the sensitivity of the LYON
price to changes in the redemptionand call schedules, Table III presents values
of the LYON with and without the call and redemptionfeatures. Column 1 gives
the issuer's stock price, Column 2 presents the value of the LYON with the
redemptionand call schedules as specifiedin the Waste Managementprospectus,
Column 3 gives the value of the LYON without the call option (but with the
redemptionoption), Column4 gives the value of the LYON without the redemption option (but with the call option), and Column5 gives the value of the LYON
without the call option and without the redemptionoption. Thus, Column5 gives
the value of a zero-couponconvertiblebond.
As the table indicates, the call option is valuable to the issuer. When the call
option is removed,the LYON value increases. Similarly, the redemptionoption
is valuable to the investor. When the redemptionoption is removed,the LYON
value declines. The two effects are not symmetric.Removal of the call feature in
the base case increases the value of the LYON by about $20.00, whereas removal
of the redemption option reduces the value of the LYON by almost $50.00.
Nevertheless, when both features are removed (in Column5) the LYON value is
almost the same as when the LYON contains both features.Obviously,the value
of the LYON is not merely the sum of the values of its individual components.
Each of the features of this complex security interacts with the others to
determinethe security'svalue.
V. The Optimal Stock Price to Convert a LYON
An important feature of the LYON is that issuers may deduct the imputed
interest costs of the security without any offsetting cash outflow to investors.
This tax shelter may be valuableto LYON issuers. Once the LYON is converted,
however, this tax shield disappears. For this reason, LYON issuers may be
concernedthat investors will convert their LYON prematurely.
At any point in time, the investor can choose to convertthe LYON. In deciding
whetherto convert, the investor weighs the value of the dividendshe gives up by
continuing to hold the LYON against the value of the downside risk protection
that he gives up by converting the LYON to the issuer's common stock. The
downside risk protection is provided by the redemption option held by the
investor.
In general, when the dividend yield of the issuer's stock is relatively low, the
benefits of conversion (to obtain the dividend) also will be relatively low. In the
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extreme, when the underlying common stock pays no dividend, there is no
incentive for the investor ever to convert the LYON into common stock. Similarly, for low dividend paying stocks there is relatively little incentive for the
investorto convertthe LYON into commonstock. However,even for low dividend
paying stocks, if the stock price rises high enough, it will be so far above the put
price that the downsideprotection providedby the investor's put option become
negligible.In that case, the investor will decide optimally to convert to common
stock.
The LYON pricing model can be used to calculate the stock price at which it
is optimal to convert a LYON. The optimal conversionstock price is the price at
which the investor is just indifferentbetween holding the LYON and converting
to common stock. At any stock price above this critical point, the investor is
better off to convert to common stock. At any stock price below this critical
point, the investor is better off holding the LYON.
The critical conversion stock price is that price at which the present value of
the future dividends forgone by continuing to hold the LYON just equals the
present value of the downside protection forgone if the investor converts to
common stock. The present value of the downside protection forgone is the
expected loss to the investor if he converts now and the conversion value of the
LYON at maturity (if the investor had held the LYON) turns out to be less than
the security'sface value at that date.
In most cases, the critical conversion stock price would imply a LYON value
that exceeds the specified call price. Thus, in most cases, if issuers follow the call
policy that minimizes the value of the LYON, the issuer would call the bond
prior to the point at which the investor would optimally convert. To calculate
the stock price at which it is optimal for the investor to convert, it is necessary
to assume that the issuer follows a policy of never calling the bond or, alternatively, to assume that the bond is noncallable.With this assumption,the critical
stock price can be determined by solving equation (3) subject to boundary
conditions (4), (5) and (6). At the critical stock price, the value of the LYON is
equal to its conversion value. As an illustration, Column 2 of Table IV displays
the stock price at which it would be optimal for an issuer to convert the Waste
ManagementLYON on each anniversarydate. At the issue date (or immediately
thereafter) the stock price would have to increase to $129.50 per share. As time
progresses, the critical stock price increases. The critical stock price increases
for two reasons. First, as time passes, the present value of the dividends forgone
by holding the LYON declines. Secondly, because the redemptionprices of the
LYON increases through time, the value of the downside risk protection for
holdingthe LYON increases.Both of these effects reducethe incentive to convert.
However, with two years remaining to maturity, the optimal conversion price
declines. This occurs because the critical conversion stock price at the maturity
date of the LYON equals the bond's face value divided by the conversion ratio.
In this case that critical value is $1,000/4.36 = $229.36. Because the optimal
conversion value previously calculated is above that level, the critical price
declines as the term-to-maturityof the bond becomes shorter.
Table IV presents the optimal conversion price for one set of parameters.
However, the model is flexible. Issuers that are concerned about premature
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Table IV

The Stock Price At Which It Is
OptimalTo Convert A Waste
ManagementLYON
Anniversary
Date

OptimalConversiona
Stock Price
(per share)

At Issue
June 30, 1985
June 30, 1986
June 30, 1987
June 30, 1988
June 30, 1989
June 30, 1990
June 30, 1991
June 30, 1992
June 30, 1993
June 30, 1994
June 30, 1995
June 30, 1996
June 30, 1997
June 30, 1998
June 30, 1999
June 30, 2000
January21, 2001

$129.50
132.00
145.00
158.50
173.50
194.50
217.00
238.50
257.00
273.00
287.00
301.50
316.00
329.50
339.00
340.00
317.50
229.36

a Data used to calculatethe optimal conversion
stock price are taken from the base case example
and the Waste ManagementLYON prospectus.

conversion could use the LYON pricing model to test the sensitivity of the
optimal conversionprice to changes in the terms of the contract and to changes
in dividendpolicy.
VI. Conclusion
Following the pathbreaking work by Black and Scholes [1] and Merton [7],
contingent claims pricing methodology has been applied to the pricing and
analysis of a wide variety of securities-put options, convertiblebonds, warrants,
forwardcontracts, futures contracts, mortgage-backedsecurities and many others. Models for analyzing some of these securities give rise to closed-form
solutions. Models for many others can be solved only with numericaltechniques.
Those models with closed-form solutions-especially stock option pricing
models-have been readily adopted by practical market participants. Those
modelsrequiringnumericalsolution techniqueshave not yet met wide acceptance,
probablybecauseof limitations imposedby the lack of availabilityof the computer
hardwareand software needed to implement the models. In this paper we report
on one case in which numerical solution techniques were used in a practical
situation to solve a simplifiedmodel for pricingand analyzinga complex security.
Presumably,as more powerfulpersonal computersevolve and as the availability
of the softwareused with numericalsolution techniques increases, market pracThis content downloaded from 128.210.126.199 on Wed, 10 Feb 2016 19:10:58 UTC
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titioners will find other situations in which contingent claims pricingmodels that
can be solved only with numericaltechniques can be of use in analyzingcomplex
securities.
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DISCUSSION
SCOTTP. MASON*:This paper by John McConnell and Eduardo Schwartz
(M&S) concerns the pricing of Liquid Yield Option Notes (LYONs) through an
application of Contingent Claims Analysis (CCA). The paper is an excellent
exampleof the art of striking a balance between rigorand practicalityin applying
CCAto real-worldproblems.I will try to keep my comments consistent with this
"trade-off"spirit of the paper since it is easy to describe (as M&S do) more
rigorousor elegant approachesto the LYON pricing problem.
The approachthat M&S take is to treat the LYON as a single security which
is a function of the firm's stock price. As discussedin the paper,it wouldbe more
complete to recognize the role of interest rate uncertainty but the trade-off
between the practicalityand increasedaccuracyof this approachis questionable.
At this junction I might have exploredthe possibility of viewing the LYON as a
callable/puttable unit comprised of a risky zero coupon bond and a warrant
which requiresthe use of the bond as scrip to exercise. The merit of this approach
is to underscore the fact that the LYON is made up of a warrant, not a call
option, and thereforehas a dilutive effect on the firm's equity. It is also true that
with this approachthe discount rate for the risky discountbond must be specified
as opposedto a discount rate for the entire LYON.
Furthermore,with regards to M&S's specification of a single risk adjusted
discount rate for the LYONs problem, I would have specified the short risk free
rate of interest as time dependent in a manner consistent with the implied
forwardrates in the U.S. Treasuryterm structure.I would have then priced the
* Harvard University
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